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Team Members: 
Problem Statement: Briefly describe the people who will benefit from the project and the challenges they face. Include 
any inequity that the project hopes to address. 

User Research: Discuss key information about the users gathered through your research, interviews, and ongoing 
discussion with the users throughout the project.  

User Insight: Discuss your team’s understanding of the experiences, emotions, and motivations of the users. 

User Needs: A specific list of user needs produced from the user Insight is provided. 
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Project Goals:  Goals selected are linked to and will adequately meet the users needs. 

Key Features of Design: The list of the key features illustrates that design will adequately meet project goals. 

Status of Project: Adequately examines the progress of the project and discusses potential next steps. 

Impact: Discussion adequately describes how design may improve inequity for the user and/or remove barriers. 

Reflection: Demonstrates an increased understanding of Human Centered Design. Discusses personal growth and 
insights about designing for others and helping them overcome challenges. 
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Prototype Graphic: Graphic is easy to understand and adequately labels key features 


	Problem Statement Briefly describe the people who will benefit from the project and the challenges they face Include any inequity that the project hopes to addressRow1: People in wheelchairs can’t see their path very well at night and that poses a safety hazard and they would have to rely on others or not go out at all. We hope to design a product that can help users see better at night. 
	User Research Discuss key information about the users gathered through your research interviews and ongoing discussion with the users throughout the projectRow1: We sent out a survey to five wheelchair users or their family members and got responses from four of them. They responded that they do have trouble traveling in the dark, and that a light like a headlight would help them tremendously. We researched the dangers of hitting obstacles on their path, and what can happen is that it can cause discomfort or the wheelchair not being stable and falling down, which can cause injuries.
	User Insight Discuss your teams understanding of the experiences emotions and motivations of the usersRow1: We understand that our product would help the users be more independent and would make it safer to travel when it is dark. In the survey we had a response from a relative of a wheelchair user, and they explained how their family member wouldn’t go out at night since it was dangerous and they wouldn't want to rely on someone else. We had another response that said that they need accommodations for traveling at night, just like drivers.
	User Needs A specific list of user needs produced from the user Insight is providedRow1: When asked if there were any suggestions, we got responses that said we should make it so it would be very user friendly as well as turning it on and off not being very hard, since users have varying strengths, having various light levels for different times of the day or situations, easy attachment to the wheelchair, and charging it would be easy, on and off of the wheelchair.
	Project Goals Goals selected are linked to and will adequately meet the users needsRow1: Our goals were to make sure that the product would be powered by a battery that is charged by a solar panel, so clients wouldn’t have to worry about charging it. We also want to add a remote control, with the on/off button and the buttons that control the light brightness, that would clip on to the armrest, it would be easy to access and adjust the light level. 
	Key Features of Design The list of the key features illustrates that design will adequately meet project goalsRow1: 1. The main body of the product would be able to clip on the side of the wheelchair, next to the armrest2. Solar panel, user would not have to worry about charging the product and it would be ready for the night 3. Remote control, easy access to the on and off button, and would be able to change light brightness using it4. LED Light, it doesn’t require much energy, would be able to light a client’s path up 
	Status of Project Adequately examines the progress of the project and discusses potential next stepsRow1: We currently have the design of what we are aiming for, and basic code for it. Our next steps would be to improve the code and to test out the arduino with a solar panel. Something else we want to do is to build the prototype of the product, whether it is 3D printing it or making it out of cardboard.
	Impact Discussion adequately describes how design may improve inequity for the user andor remove barriersRow1: It’ll make it where they can be out at night too without much worry. Like drivers, they can see where they’re going and if there’s something that can cause a problem or discomfort, like a crack in the road, up ahead. This will also help their caretakers that may be with them when they go out. 
	Reflection Demonstrates an increased understanding of Human Centered Design Discusses personal growth and insights about designing for others and helping them overcome challengesRow1: This has helped us open our eyes. We didn’t realize before all the problems wheelchair users are exposed to. We are happy that we are able to help solve these problems that can be normal to wheelchair users or their caretakers.
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